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ABSTRACT

1

For 15% of the world population with disabilities, accessibility is arguably the most critical software quality attribute. The ever-growing
reliance of users with disability on mobile apps further underscores
the need for accessible software in this domain. Existing automated
accessibility assessment techniques primarily aim to detect violations of predefned guidelines, thereby produce a massive amount
of accessibility warnings that often overlook the way software is
actually used by users with disability. This paper presents a novel,
high-fdelity form of accessibility testing for Android apps, called
Latte, that automatically reuses tests written to evaluate an app’s functional correctness to assess its accessibility as well. Latte frst extracts
the use case corresponding to each test, and then executes each use
case in the way disabled users would, i.e., using assistive services.
Our empirical evaluation on real-world Android apps demonstrates
Latte’s effectiveness in detecting substantially more useful defects
than prior techniques.

Mobile applications (apps) are permeating every aspect of the daily
life of billions of people around the world, from personal banking to
communication, transportation, and more. The ability to access and
use these apps with ease is vital for everyone, especially for approximately 15% of the world population with some form of disability [27].
However, recent studies have shown accessibility issues are prevalent
in mobile apps, hindering their use by users with disability [1, 15, 23].
To date, various automated accessibility analysis techniques have
been proposed to deal with the widespread prevalence of accessibility issues [3, 5, 12, 13]. Common across all these tools is the way
they aim to identify accessibility issues in terms of predefned rules
derived from accessibility guidelines. For instance, whether a label
for an icon is missing, whether there is suffcient contrast between
text and background, whether the actionable elements are too close
to each other, etc. While it is important for developers to follow
these guidelines in the construction of their apps, the rules by themselves are not able to precisely determine the diffculties a user with
disability may experience. For example, from a disabled user’s standpoint, there is a signifcant difference between accessibility issues
affecting the main functionalities of an app versus those affecting
its incidental functionalities (e.g., advertisement banners, copyright
disclaimers), yet the existing techniques provide no effective means
of distinguishing between the two. Prior studies [1] have shown the
developers tend to either not utilize or simply ignore the results of
existing accessibility analysis tools, because they produce a massive
amount of accessibility warnings, many of which are minor, or simply
wrong. A user study on web accessibility [21] indicates that half of
the problems that people with disabilities encounter are not covered
by Web Content Accessibility Guidelines [26].
Another limitation of the existing automated accessibility analysis techniques is that none consider the assistive services such as
TalkBack (a screen reader for Android users with blindness or visual
impairment) or SwitchAccess (an Android service for navigating app
for users with motor impairment) in their analysis. Since disabled
users are heavily reliant on assistive services in interacting with apps,
many important cues are missed when these services are not considered in the evaluation of an app’s accessibility. For instance, a screen
with a dynamic user interface (UI) may have no apparent accessibility
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issue in the implementation of its individual elements, yet be completely unusable by a disabled user due to the assistive technology’s
inability to detect the changes in UI. As another example, a screen
with a revolving list of items in one panel may have no accessibility
issue in its implementation according to existing guidelines, yet prevent a disabled user from reaching another panel on that screen using
the commonly available assistive technologies.
The key insights that guide our research are that (1) the focus of
automated accessibility analysis should be on the main functionalities
of an app, and not some incidental features, such as displayed ads, and
(2) a high-fdelity form of analysis needs to refect the way disabled
users actually interact with apps, i.e., using the assistive technologies.
Informed by the above-mentioned insight, we have developed a
new form of automated accessibility analysis, called Latte, that builds
on the way developers already validate their apps for functional correctness. A widely adopted practice in software development is for
developers to write system tests, often in the form of Graphical User
Interface (GUI) tests, to validate the important use cases (functionalities) of an app for correctness. These use cases are the important
functionalities of an app that should also be accessible. Given an app
under test and a set of regular GUI tests (written by developers) as
input, Latte frst extracts a Use-Case Specifcation corresponding to
each test. A Use-Case Specifcation defnes the human-perceivable
steps a test takes to exercise a particular functionality in an app. Latte
then executes the Use-Case Specifcation using an assistive service,
i.e., TalkBack and SwitchAccess. If a use case cannot be completed
using an assistive service, it naturally means the corresponding use
case has an accessibility problem, which is reported to the developer.
Latte mitigates the limitations of existing automated accessibility
analysis techniques by evaluating the accessibility issues in a more
realistic setting, i.e., using assistive services. In more than half of the
subjects apps in our experiments, Latte detected accessibility issues
that were not detected by Google’s Accessibility Scanner, the most
widely used accessibility analyzer for Android. Moreover, unlike
prior solutions that produce a massive number of accessibility warnings by simply scanning an app’s screens irrespective of its purpose,
our approach produces a small number of actionable accessibility
defects that are guaranteed to affect a disabled user’s proper usage
of the app’s main functionalities. Latte produces a detailed report for
each failed use case that provides the developer with the exact cause
of inaccessibility and steps to replicate it.
Although the most reliable method of validating an app’s accessibility is through user evaluation, fnding users with different types of
disability and conducting such evaluations can be prohibitively diffcult, especially for small development teams with limited resources.
Using Latte, developers are able to gain useful insights into how their
apps behave when engaged through an assistive service, allowing
them to fx the issues prior to their release. Our approach can also
complement user evaluation by allowing the development teams to
hone in on a subset of problematic use cases that are fagged by our
tool.
This paper makes the following contributions:

• A novel, high-fdelity form of automated accessibility analysis that
evaluates the degree to which important use cases of an app can be
accessed by users with disability through assistive services;
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• An implementation of the above-mentioned approach for Android,
called Latte, that is publicly available [24];
• An extensive empirical evaluation on real-world Android apps,
demonstrating effectiveness of Latte in identifying issues that the
existing automated techniques cannot detect; and
• A qualitative study of the different types of accessibility failures
and warnings that can be detected using Latte.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
summarizes the related work. Section 3 illustrates an accessibility
issue that cannot be detected using existing automated techniques,
while Section 4 describes the details of our approach. Section 5
presents our experimental evaluation. Finally, Section 6 concludes
and describes our future work. The tool and experimental artifacts
can be found on the companion website, https://github.com/sealhub/Latte.

2

RELATED WORK

Accessibility analysis can be a challenging and time-consuming task,
since it requires human expertise and judgment. Researchers have
investigated various ways of automating the accessibility analysis
process, which can be broadly categorized into two categories: static
and dynamic accessibility analysis [25].
Static accessibility analysis tools analyze the screen content and
confguration fles to look for predefned accessibility violation rules.
For example, Lint [9], which is shipped with Android Studio [7],
can identify accessibility issues such as missing content descriptions,
missing translation, and layout issues. Since it does not consider
dynamic properties and views created at runtime, the types of accessibility issues it can detect are limited.
Dynamic analysis based techniques try to mitigate the limitations
of static analysis based techniques. Google Accessibility Scanner [3]
is one such technique that detects accessibility issues by analyzing
the currently displayed user interface components. Though Google
Accessibility Scanner can identify a larger number of accessibility
issues than static accessibility analysis tools [25], one of its major
limitations is that it requires the developers to manually crawl the
app under test and activate the tool on each screen. Other testing
frameworks like Espresso [8] and Robolectric [22] also require developers to manually specify the test cases which signifcantly increases
developers’ workload.
Since there is a large range of disabilities with varying severity, it may not be possible for a development team to manually test
an app through user evaluation. Moreover, due to time and budget
constraints, such manual approaches often result in insuffcient evaluation [25]. Relying on manual evaluation also makes it challenging
to re-evaluate new releases of apps, which may frequently occur due
to short release cycles, changing requirements, and rapidly evolving
technologies [14].
To overcome the mentioned limitations, Alshayban et al. [1] implemented a random crawler to automatically explore the different
screens/activities of the app under test while assessing each screen
for accessibility violations. However, their technique fails to explore
many screens of the app due to the random nature of event generation [1]. Eler et al. developed MATE [16] to mitigate this limitation.
MATE improves the exploration process by considering interactable
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frst step of creating account in “geek" shopping app (the dotted box) b) The accessibility issues reported by
Figure 1: a) The very first
Google Accessibility Scanner c) Navigating the app using assistive services (TalkBack and SwitchAccess)
elements, e.g., a clickable button, rather than random events on random coordinates.
However, all existing accessibility evaluation techniques have two
common limitations. First, none of the current techniques consider
the importance of the functionality affected by accessibility issues. As
identifed accessibility
a result, they fail to report the severity of the identified
issues accurately. Second, none of the existing techniques consider
assistive services such as TalkBack or SwitchAccess in their analysis
and miss out on many important cues when evaluating an app’s
accessibility.

3 ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Figure 1(a) shows the launch screen of Geek - Smarter Shopping
app (version ’2.3.7’) with more than 10 millions users [18]. The
foreground layout contains register and login buttons, while the background is a layout of rolling decorative images. One of the most important use cases in this app is registration, since it is the prerequisite
for accessing all other functionalities. This use case starts by clicking
on the Create Account button (the dashed box in Figure 1(a)) followed
by filling
flling a form with user information (not depicted in the figure).
fgure). A
developer can create a GUI test to automatically verify this use case is
working. For example, Listing 1 showsww a GUI test in Appium [11]
testing framework written in Python. It is basically a sequence of steps
performing actions on specific
specifc elements on the screen, e.g., clicking on an element with resource-id com.contextlogic.geek:id/login_fragment_create_account_button.
While a user without disability interacting with the app can see the
full screen and perform all gestures, a user with disability has to rely
on assistive services to complete their intended task. For example,
a blind user relies on TalkBack [17] to read the textual description
of the elements on the screen. TalkBack gives spoken feedback and
notifcations to users by announcing headers, labels, icons and other
notifications

1 find_element_by_id("com.contextlogic.geek:id/
login_fragment_create_account_button").click()
2 find_element_by_xpath("/android.widget.FrameLayout/.../android.
widget.EditText[1]").send_keys("John Doe")
3 find_element_by_id("fragment_email_text").send_keys("john.
doe@example.com")
4 find_element_by_id("fragment_password_text").send_keys("StR0nGp@ss"
)
5 find_element_by_xpath("/android.widget.FrameLayout/.../android.
widget.TextView[3]").click()

Listing 1: The test script corresponding to the registration use
case
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Figure 2: Overview of Latte
“small touch target size” issues for the buttons in the foreground. As
can be seen, there are many issues with the very frst screen, and no
particular hint as to the severity of these issues is provided to help the
developer prioritize the effort involved in fxing the reported issues.
The only accessibility issue reported for Create Account button is
the “small touch target size”, which in fact does not affect users who
rely on assistive tools for their interactions. Once the reported issues
are fxed, this screen becomes supposedly accessibility-issue free,
according to the automated accessibility scanner.
In practice, however, when TalkBack and SwitchAccess are used to
operate this app, the frst decorative image in the background receives
the focus (top left dotted box in Figure 1(c)). To reach the Create
Account button, users have to navigate through the elements. But
here the decorative background layout reflls dynamically, i.e., it is a
revolving list. As a result, the focus never reaches to the foreground
layout. The navigation path taken through the use of assistive tools
is depicted in Figure 1(c) as arrows. This makes it diffcult, if not
impossible, for both TalkBack and SwitchAccess users to reach the
Create Account button. In some cases, it may be possible for the user
to touch random spots on the screen and fnd the button by chance;
nevertheless, it would be far from perfect and frustrating at the very
least.

4

APPROACH

Our objective is to develop an automated accessibility analyzer that
is use-case and assistive-service driven. Figure 2 shows an overview
of our approach, Latte, consisting of three phases: (I) analysis of
the provided GUI test suite of an Android app to determine the
corresponding use cases, (II) execution of each use case on the app
using an assistive service to evaluate the accessibility of the use case,

(III) collection and analysis of the results to produce an accessibility
report. In this section, we describe these phases in detail.

4.1

Test Analyzer

A use case is a sequence of interactions between a user and a software
system for achieving an objective. In the case of a shopping app, for
instance, creating an account, searching for a product, and purchasing
a product, are examples of use case. As a common development
practice, developers write GUI tests to automatically evaluate the
correctness of a software system’s use cases. A GUI test is a sequence
of steps, where in each step, the test (1) locates a GUI element, and
(2) performs an action on that element. For example, the frst step
(line 1) in Listing 1 locates an element with resource-id equal to
com.contextlogic.geek:id/login_fragment_create_account_button and then clicks on it. GUI tests need to uniquely identify
elements on the screen. They leverage the implementation details
of an app, such as resource-id, to interact with the GUI elements of
the app. A GUI test thus follows a white-box approach, i.e., uses the
implementation details of an app to drive the execution. Although
this format is quite effective for machine execution, it differs vastly
from how users interact with an app. A user may exercise the same
use case as a test, but follows a black-box approach, i.e., interacts
directly with the UI elements of an app to drive the execution.
Since our objective is to evaluate the accessibility of use cases
exercised by tests, we frst have to extract a description of the use case
in terms of constructs available to a user. For instance, while the test
script is able to access a button through its programmatic identifer
(i.e, resource-id attribute), a blind user would access it through its
textual content description. The Test Analyzer component takes a
GUI test as input and transforms it into a Use-Case Specifcation,
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Latte: Use-Case
Use-Caseand
andAssistive-Service
Assistive-ServiceDriven
DrivenAutomated
AutomatedAccessibility
AccessibilityTesting
TestingFramework
Frameworkfor
forAndroid
Android
Latte:
// Resource Id
//
Resource Id com.contextlogic.geek:id/
viewIdResName:
viewIdResName:
com.contextlogic.geek:id/
login_fragment_create_account_button;
login_fragment_create_account_button;
// Textual
information
//
Textual information
className:
android.widget.TextView;
className:
android.widget.TextView;
text: Create
Account;
text:
Create Account;null;
contentDescription:
contentDescription:
null;
// Other fields
//
Other fields Rect(0, 0 - 498, 110);
boundsInParent:
boundsInParent:
0 -856
498,
110);966);
boundsInScreen: Rect(0,
Rect(291,
- 789,
boundsInScreen:
clickable: true;Rect(291, 856 - 789, 966);
clickable:
true;
focusable: true;
focusable:
true;
focused: false;
focused:
selected:false;
false;
selected:
false;false;
longClickable:
longClickable:
enabled: true; false;
enabled:
true;
importantForAccessibility:
true;
importantForAccessibility:
true;
...
...

Listing
2:
The
AccessibilityNodeInfo
Listing
2:
The
AccessibilityNodeInfo
corresponding to “Create Account" button
corresponding to “Create Account" button
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The Test Analyzer component is written in Python programming
language on top of the Appium testing framework [11].
language on top of the Appium testing framework [11].

4.2

1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5

Click on element with Text: "Create Account", ContentDescription:
Click null,
on element
with
Text: "Create Account", ContentDescription:
Class:
TextView
null, Doe"
Class:
Type "John
on TextView
element with Text: "Name", ContentDescription:
Type "John
on EditText
element with Text: "Name", ContentDescription:
null,Doe"
Class:
null, Class: EditText on element with Text: "Email",
Type "john.doe@example.com"
Type "john.doe@example.com"
on element
with Text: "Email",
ContentDescription: null,
Class: EditText
ContentDescription:
null,
Class:
EditText
Type "StR0nGp@ss"
on element
with
Text:
"Password",
Type "StR0nGp@ss"
on element
with
Text:EditText
"Password",
ContentDescription:
null,
Class:
null,
Class:
EditText
Click ContentDescription:
on element with Text:
null,
ContentDescription:
"Submit,
Click Class:
on element
with Text: null, ContentDescription: "Submit,
ImageButton
Class: ImageButton

Listing 3: The use case corresponding to the registration test
Listing 3: The use case corresponding to the registration test
case in the illustrative example
case in the illustrative example
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users
locating
elements.
Note
thatconthe
clickable,
focusable,by
etc.
We in
extract
the GUI
textual
attributes
(text,
tentDescription, and className) for each element, since these are the
className attribute
is perceivable
users,
sincesince
a sighted
tentDescription,
and className)
forby
each
element,
theseor
areblind
the
attributes perceived by users in locating GUI elements. Note that the
user can perceived
recognize by
it visually
or textually,
EditText
attributes
users in locating
GUI i.e.,
elements.
Note element
that the
className attribute is perceivable by users, since a sighted or blind
has its distinguishable
shape, and TalkBack
it as Edit
Text
className
attribute is perceivable
by users, announces
since a sighted
or blind
user can recognize it visually or textually, i.e., EditText element
Box.can
We recognize
further extract
actionsor(e.g.,
click,i.e.,
type)
performed
on the
user
it visually
textually,
EditText
element
has its distinguishable shape, and TalkBack announces it as Edit Text
GUIitselements
from theshape,
test script
itself. From
Listing it
1, as
weEdit
are Text
able
has
distinguishable
and TalkBack
announces
Box. We further extract actions (e.g., click, type) performed on the
to determine
thatextract
the use
case consists
of fve
steps,
where the
Box.
We further
actions
(e.g., click,
type)
performed
on frst
the
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Use-Case Executor

The existing testing frameworks can access all GUI elements and
performUse-Case
any actionsExecutor
on them, even if the target element is not visible
4.2
4.2
Use-Case
Executor
to the user.
For example,
the frst step of the test shown in Listing 1

The existing testing frameworks can access all GUI elements and
is able
to locate
theframeworks
“Create Account”
button
on it,and
no
The
existing
testing
can access
all and
GUIclick
elements
perform any actions on them, even if the target element is not visible
matter where
the button
is located
on the
screen.
However,
users
perform
any actions
on them,
even if the
target
element
is not visible
to the user. For example, the first step of the test shown in Listing 1
with
may not be
perform
suchshown
actions
to
thedisability
user. For example,
theable
first to
step
of the test
in smoothly.
Listing 1
is able to locate the “Create Account” button and click on it, no
needthe
to explore
app using
a screen
to locate
isBlind
ableusers
to locate
“Createthe
Account”
button
and reader
click on
it, no
matter where the button is located on the screen. However, users
the element.
recognizing
is comparatively
matter
whereAlthough
the button
is located elements
on the screen.
However, easier
users
with disability may not be able to perform such actions smoothly.
for users
with motor
disability,
may havesuch
diffculty
reaching
and
with
disability
may not
be ablethey
to perform
actions
smoothly.
Blind users need to explore the app using a screen reader to locate
initiating
action
element,
saw in
the illustrative
Blind
users
needon
tothe
explore
the as
appweusing
a screen
reader toexample
locate
the element. Although recognizing elements is comparatively easier
of Section
the
element.3.Although recognizing elements is comparatively easier
for users with motor disability, they may have difficulty reaching and
improve
the fdelity
of evaluating
issues
for users
for To
users
with motor
disability,
they may accessibility
have difficulty
reaching
and
initiating action on the element, as we saw in the illustrative example
with disability,
designedastowe
automatically
execute a example
use case
initiating
action Latte
on theiselement,
saw in the illustrative
of Section 3.
using
assistive
services. To that end, we have provided our own
of
Section
3.
To improve the fidelity of evaluating accessibility issues for users
implementation
AccessibilityService—an
To improve theoffidelity
of evaluating accessibility abstract
issues forservice
users
with disability, Latte is designed to automatically execute a use case
provided
by the
Android
framework
to assist users
with
disabiliwith
disability,
Latte
is designed
to automatically
execute
a use
case
using assistive services. To that end, we have provided our own
ties. The
offcial
assistiveTotools
Android,
such
as TalkBack
and
using
assistive
services.
thatinend,
we have
provided
our own
implementation of AccessibilityService—an abstract service
SwitchAcces, areofalso
implementations of this abstract
service
[4].
implementation
AccessibilityService—an
abstract
service
provided by the Android framework to assist users with disabiliAccessibilityService
be seen as
wrapper
around
mobile
provided
by the Android can
framework
to aassist
users
with adisabilities. The official assistive tools in Android, such as TalkBack and
device
performs
actions
on in
and
receivessuch
feedback
from theand
deties.
Thethat
official
assistive
tools
Android,
as TalkBack
SwitchAcces, are also implementations of this abstract service [4].
vice. Since these
may introduce of
security
and privacy
issues,
SwitchAcces,
areabilities
also implementations
this abstract
service
[4].
AccessibilityService can be seen as a wrapper around a mobile
an implementation of this can
service
mustasspecify
the types
of afeedback
AccessibilityService
be seen
a wrapper
around
mobile
device that performs actions on and receives feedback from the deit can receive
and actions
canand
perform.
example,
TalkBack
device
that performs
actionsit on
receivesFor
feedback
from
the device. Since these abilities may introduce security and privacy issues,
can receive
feedback
about
elementssecurity
on the screen,
sinceissues,
it has
vice.
Since these
abilities
mayallintroduce
and privacy
an implementation of this service must specify the types of feedback
android:canRetrieveWindowContent
attribute
in its specifcation.
an
implementation of this service must specify
the types
of feedback
it can receive and actions it can perform. For example, TalkBack
it can
perform
as click,
elements;TalkBack
however,
itMoreover,
can receive
and
actionsactions,
it can such
perform.
Foron
example,
can receive feedback about all elements on the screen, since it has
it cannot
perform
gesture
such
swipingon
onthe
thescreen,
screen, since
since itthehas
atcan
receive
feedback
about
all as
elements
android:canRetrieveWindowContent attribute in its specification.
tribute android:canPerformGestures does
not exist
TalkBack’s
android:canRetrieveWindowContent
attribute
in its in
specification.
Moreover, it can perform actions, such as click, on elements; however,
specifcation.
Moreover,
it can perform actions, such as click, on elements; however,
it cannot perform gesture such as swiping on the screen, since the atThe feedback
delivered
through
it cannot
performisgesture
suchtoasaccessibility
swiping on services
the screen,
sinceAccesthe attribute android:canPerformGestures does not exist in TalkBack’s
sibilityEvent
objects. An implementation
thisinservice
must
tribute
android:canPerformGestures
does notofexist
TalkBack’s
specification.
defne the method onAccessibilityEvent that is called back by
specification.
The feedback is delivered to accessibility services through AccesAccessibilityManager—a
serves
as an
The feedback is delivered tosystem-level
accessibility service
servicesthat
through
AccessibilityEvent objects. An implementation of this service must
event dispatcher for
AccessibilityEvents
[4].ofAccessibility
sibilityEvent
objects.
An implementation
this service events
must
define the method onAccessibilityEvent that is called back by
are generated
whenonAccessibilityEvent
something notable happens
onisthecalled
user interface,
define
the method
that
back by
AccessibilityManager—a system-level service that serves as an
e.g., an Activity starts, the focus
of an element
changes,
etc. When
AccessibilityManager—a
system-level
service
that serves
as an
event dispatcher for AccessibilityEvents [4]. Accessibility events
a change
occurs,
passes
the associated
event
dispatcher
for AccessibilityManager
AccessibilityEvents [4].
Accessibility
events
are generated when something notable happens on the user interface,
AccessibilityEvent
object notable
to onAccessibilityEvent
method
are
generated when something
happens on the user interface,
e.g., an Activity starts, the focus of an element changes, etc. When
to interpret
and provide
feedback
user. For
example,
Talke.g.,
an Activity
starts, the
focus oftoanthe
element
changes,
etc.inWhen
a change occurs, AccessibilityManager passes the associated
when
an element
is focused, its textual
description
is anaBack,
change
occurs,
AccessibilityManager
passes
the associated
AccessibilityEvent object to onAccessibilityEvent method
nounced to the user. Alternatively,
in SwitchAccess, the method
focused
AccessibilityEvent
object to onAccessibilityEvent
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element
is and
highlighted.
An AccessibilityEvent
object in
is Talkassoto
interpret
provide feedback
to the user. For example,
ciated when
with an
objectdescription
that contains
Back,
anAccessibilityNodeInfo
element is focused, its textual
is the
anelement’stoattributes.
instance, when
a user clicksthe
on focused
“Create
nounced
the user. For
Alternatively,
in SwitchAccess,
Account”isbutton
(highlited
Figure 1(a)), the system
creates
an
AccessibilityEvent
object
is assoelement
highlighted.
An in
AccessibilityEvent
of type TYPE_VIEW_CLICKED,
is associated
with an AccessibilityNodeInfo
object thatwhich
contains
the
ciated withattributes.
the AccessibilityNodeInfo
element’s
For instance, when aobject
user shown
clicks in
onListing
“Create2.
Although
implementations
AccessibilityService,
such an
as
Account”
button
(highlited in of
Figure
1(a)), the system creates
TalkBack and SwitchAccess,
typically used for assisting
to
AccessibilityEvent
of typeare
TYPE_VIEW_CLICKED,
which users
is assointeractwith
withthe
theAccessibilityNodeInfo
mobile device, these services
can shown
also bein
designed
ciated
object
Listing to
2.
cooperate
with
one another, as we
done here. We have developed
Although
implementations
of have
AccessibilityService,
such as
our own implementation
of are
AccessibilityService,
called
UseTalkBack
and SwitchAccess,
typically used for assisting
users
to
Case Executor,
that takes
a Use-Case
Specifcation
asdesigned
input, and
interact
with the mobile
device,
these services
can also be
to
sequentially
the steps
inhere.
it using
TalkBack
and
cooperate
withexecutes
one another,
as we defned
have done
We have
developed
SwitchAccess.
Each step inofthe
Use-Case Specifcation results
the
our
own implementation
AccessibilityService,
calledinUseexecution
of 6 steps
the device,
as shown
in phase II
Figure
2.
Case
Executor,
that in
takes
a Use-Case
Specification
asof
input,
and
We explain how
the approach
works
usingin
TalkBack
(a similar
sequentially
executes
the steps
defined
it usingbelow
TalkBack
and
process is followed
theincase
SwitchAccess):
SwitchAccess.
Eachin
step
the of
Use-Case
Specification results in the
execution of 6 steps in the device, as shown in phase II of Figure 2.
Use-Case
an TalkBack
action using
proWe(1)
explain
how theExecutor
approachperforms
works using
belowAPIs
(a similar
by AccessibilityService.
For example, Listprocessvided
is followed
in the case of SwitchAccess):
ing 4 shows a code snippet from the implementation
of Use-Case Executor that performs a swipe right gesture on the
screen.performs
The performed
received
(1) Use-Case
Executor
an actionaction
usingisAPIs
proby the by
AccessibilityManager
service,
in
vided
AccessibilityService.
ForA11yManager
example, Listshort,4 and
corresponding
ing
showsgenerates
a code accessibility
snippet fromevents
the implementation
to the
action, Executor
e.g., TYPE_GESTURE_DETECTION_START
and
of
Use-Case
that performs a swipe right gesTYPE_GESTURE_DETECTION_END
events for
the swipe.
ture
on the screen. The performed
action
is received
(2) by
All the
implementations
of AccessibilityService,
including
AccessibilityManager
service, A11yManager
in
TalkBack,
the generated
accessibility
TalkBack
short,
andreceive
generates
accessibility
eventsevents.
corresponding
may
the incoming events to the app, and
to
thesuppress
action, delivering
e.g., TYPE_GESTURE_DETECTION_START
possibly translates them to something
else.forFor
TYPE_GESTURE_DETECTION_END
events
theexample,
swipe. while
swiping
right on the screen
may result in a menu option
to be
(2) All
implementations
of AccessibilityService,
including
shown, TalkBack
may
translateaccessibility
that gestureevents.
to changing
the
TalkBack,
receive the
generated
TalkBack
focussuppress
to the next
elementthe
when
TalkBack
is to
enabled
onand
the
may
delivering
incoming
events
the app,
device. translates them to something else. For example, while
possibly
(3) swiping
TalkBack
analyzes
incoming
eventinand
initiates
another
right
on the the
screen
may result
a menu
option
to be
action accordingly.
Fortranslate
example,
in gesture
the casetoofchanging
swipe right,
shown,
TalkBack may
that
the
TalkBack
changes
the focus
to the
next element,
andon
in the
focus
to the
next element
when
TalkBack
is enabled
case of a double tap, the currently focused element is clicked.
device.
Note that TalkBack
is not
aware ofevent
the sender
of theseanother
events,
(3) TalkBack
analyzes the
incoming
and initiates
in this case
Use-CaseFor
Executor.
As in
a result,
TalkBack
behaves
action
accordingly.
example,
the case
of swipe
right,
the same aschanges
it wouldthe
if afocus
human
had performed
the action.
TalkBack
to user
the next
element, and
in the
(4) case
A11yManager
the new action
TalkBack
and
of a doublereceives
tap, the currently
focusedfrom
element
is clicked.
sendsthat
it toTalkBack
the app under
Forofexample,
if of
thethese
TalkBack’s
Note
is nottest.
aware
the sender
events,
action
is clicking
on the
focusedAs
element,
A11yManager
sends
in
this case
Use-Case
Executor.
a result,
TalkBack behaves
an
event
to
the
onClickListener
class
associated
with
the
the same as it would if a human user had performed the action.
focused element
in the app.
The app
receives
the action and
(4) A11yManager
receives
the new
action
from TalkBack
updates
its the
internal
state accordingly,
e.g., executing
onClick
sends
it to
app under
test. For example,
if the TalkBack’s
methodis of
the clicked
action
clicking
on theelement.
focused element, A11yManager sends
(5) an
Theevent
app informs
A11yManager regarding
the changes
in the
to the onClickListener
class associated
with
GUI elements.
Forinexample,
“Create
Account"
button
is
focused
element
the app. when
The app
receives
the action
and
clicked, its
theinternal
current state
screen
disappears e.g.,
and another
screen
with
updates
accordingly,
executing
onClick
a form appears.
method
of the clicked element.
(6) The
A11yManager
receives the regarding
changes the
inchanges
the layout
(5)
app informs A11yManager
in the
and elements.
dispatches
events
accordingly,
e.g., isa
GUI
For feedback
example, when
“Create
Account" button
TYPE_VIEW_FOCUSED
accessibility
associated
withwith
the
clicked,
the current screen
disappearsevent
and another
screen
element’s AccessibilityNodeInfo object. As a
afocused
form appears.
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Path swipePath = new Path();
swipePath.moveTo(x_left, y_middle);
swipePath.lineTo(x_right, y_middle);
gestureBuilder.addStroke(new GestureDescription.StrokeDescription(
swipePath, 0, gestureDuration));
5 GestureDescription gestureDescription = gestureBuilder.build();
6 accessibilityService.dispatchGesture(gestureDescription, callback,
null);

Listing 4: A code snippet from Use-Case Executor that performs
a swipe right on the screen using AccessibilityService
API (x_left, x_right, and y_middle are the left and right
horizontal, and middle vertical coordinates on the screen)

result, Use-Case Executor is informed of the latest changes
on the device. For instance, it becomes aware of the element
(6) A11yManager
receives Note
the that
changes
the layout
that is currently focused.
there is ainpossibility
that
and
dispatches
feedback
e.g.,
a
because
of the changes
causedevents
by stepaccordingly,
5, i.e., showing
a new
TYPE_VIEW_FOCUSED
accessibility
event
associated
with the
screen, another interaction
is initiated
between
A11yManager
focused
element’s
AccessibilityNodeInfo
object. As a
and TalkBack,
similar
to steps 2 and 3.
result,
Use-Case
Executor
is
informed
of
the
latest
changes
Use-Case Executor executes the steps in the use case according
the device.
For instance,
becomes
aware ofof
thetwo
element
to the on
procedure
described
above. itEach
step consists
parts,
that
is currently
Note thatand
there
is a possibility
that
locating
(focusing)
thefocused.
target element,
performing
the target
because
of
the
changes
caused
by
step
5,
i.e.,
showing
a
new
action on it. For the frst part, Latte scans the screen by sending swipe
screen,foranother
interaction
is initiated
between
right events
TalkBack
and Next
button events
for A11yManager
SwitchAccess,
and
TalkBack,
steps
2 and 3. in the step is focused.
until the
element
that similar
matchestothe
description
Once
the element
is located
the target
Use-Case
Executor
executes(focused),
the steps Latte
in the performs
use case according
action,
e.g.,
if
the
action
is
click,
Latte
sends
a
double
tap
event
for
to the procedure described above. Each step consists of two
parts,
TalkBack(focusing)
and Selectthe
button
event
for SwitchAccess.
locating
target
element,
and performing the target
There
twothe
scenarios
the use-case
execution
where
the
action
on are
it. For
first part,during
Latte scans
the screen
by sending
swipe
scanning
process
may
not
fnish;
in
other
words,
none
of
the
focused
right events for TalkBack and Next button events for SwitchAccess,
elements
match the
of description
the target element
in the
until
the element
thatdescription
matches the
in the step
is use-case
focused.
step. First,
the textual
description
of the element
is not suffcient
to
Once
the element
is located
(focused),
Latte performs
the target
uniquely
recognize
the element,
eitherathere
aretap
multiple
action,
e.g.,
if the action
is click,because
Latte sends
double
event elefor
ments withand
theSelect
same button
description
labels issue) or the target
TalkBack
event(duplicate
for SwitchAccess.
element
does
not
have
any
textual
description
(unlabeledwhere
element
There are two scenarios during the use-case execution
the
issue). This
scenario
onlyininother
the case
of TalkBack.
other
scanning
process
mayoccurs
not finish;
words,
none of theThe
focused
scenario occurs
when
the targetofelement
not in
be the
focused
(or
elements
match the
description
the targetcould
element
use-case
reached)
by
TalkBack
or
SwitchAccess,
e.g.,
illustrative
example
of
step. First, the textual description of the element is not sufficient to
Section
3
in
which
“Create
Account”
button
could
not
be
reached.
uniquely recognize the element, because either there are multiple eleLatte
defnes
two termination
conditionslabels
to prevent
stuck
ments
with
the same
description (duplicate
issue)getting
or the target
in
such
cases:
(1)
if
an
element
is
visited
more
than
a
predefned
element does not have any textual description (unlabeled element
numberThis
of times,
or (2)
if a step
more
a predefned
number
issue).
scenario
occurs
onlytakes
in the
casethan
of TalkBack.
The
other
of
interactions
to
complete.
These
thresholds
are
confgurable.
Once
scenario occurs when the target element could not be focused
(or
either onebyofTalkBack
these conditions
is satisfed,
marks example
the step of
as
reached)
or SwitchAccess,
e.g.,Latte
illustrative
inaccessible.
However,
since
we
would
like
to
identify
all
accessiSection 3 in which “Create Account” button could not be reached.
bility
issues
in atwo
usetermination
case, and not
just the to
frst
encountered
issue,
Latte
defines
conditions
prevent
getting stuck
when
an
inaccessible
step
is
encountered,
Latte
executes
it
using
the
in such cases: (1) if an element is visited more than a predefined
corresponding
instruction
the takes
original
testthan
script.
This allows
Latte
number
of times,
or (2) if ainstep
more
a predefined
number
to interactions
continue thetoanalysis
andThese
reportthresholds
all accessibility
issues within
of
complete.
are configurable.
Oncea
use
case.
either one of these conditions is satisfied, Latte marks the step as
The Use-Case
Executor
implemented
in accessiJava by
inaccessible.
However,
sincecomponent
we would is
like
to identify all
extending
AccessibilityService.
used the issue,
latest
bility
issuesAndroid’s
in a use case,
and not just the first We
encountered
versions
of
TalkBack
(8.2)
and
SwitchAcces
(8.2),
which
were
rewhen an inaccessible step is encountered, Latte executes it using the
leased
by
Google
on
Github
in
July
2020
[10].
corresponding instruction in the original test script. This allows Latte
to continue the analysis and report all accessibility issues within a
4.3case.
Result Analyzer
use
To The
retrieve
the information
during
use case execution
Use-Case
Executorgenerated
component
is implemented
in Javaautoby
matically, we
implemented
a Command Line Interface
(CLI)
top
extending
Android’s
AccessibilityService.
We used
theon
latest
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of the Android Debug Bridge (ADB) [6]. Using the CLI, the Result
Analyzer component communicates with the Use-Case Executor to
receive and record details of the execution for each step of a use
case (recall Figure 2). Moreover, it automatically records the screen
during the use-case execution and stores the video clip. Once all use
cases are executed, the Result Analyzer aggregates the results and
generates an Accessibility Report, consisting of the following four
components.
Accessibility Failures. For each use case, Latte reports if it encountered an accessibility failure during its execution using assistive
services. A use case has an accessibility failure if the GUI element of
one of its steps cannot be located (focused).
Recorded Screens. While Latte executes a use case, it records the
screens to help developers (1) localize the accessibility issues, and
(2) obtain insights into how users with disability may interact with
their apps using assistive services.
Execution Details. Latte reports other information extracted from
the execution of each use case, including the execution time and the
number of interactions to complete the use case. This information
can be used as a source of insight for developers.
Accessibility Warnings. If a specifc use case takes an exorbitant
number of interactions to complete, it indicates a usability concern
for disabled users. We report this category of issues as accessibility
warnings, since in practice they can adversely affect users with disability. The threshold of what constitutes an exorbitant number of
interactions is confgurable in Latte. For the purpose of experiments
reported in the next section, we empirically observed that on average
1 direct interaction with an app requires approximately 5 times more
interactions using TalkBack. We thus set the threshold to 15 times
the number of direct interactions, or 3 times the average number of
TalkBack interactions.

5

Table 1: The summary of detected accessibility failures. ‘x’
shows a failure was found in an app (row) while executing under
a setting (column). Red bold ‘x’ is a failure that was detected using Latte but not using Google Accessibility Scanner. ‘✓’ means
the test or use case could be executed completely under a setting.
The frst fve highlighted apps have confrmed accessibility issues
per prior user study [28] .
None

SwitchAccess

TalkBack

(Test Cases)

(Use Cases)

(Use Cases)

iPlayRadio

✓✓

xx

xx

Feedly

✓✓

xx

xx

Checkout51

✓✓

✓✓

x✓

Yelp.

✓✓

✓✓

xx

Astro

✓✓

✓✓

x✓

BillManager

✓✓

✓✓

x✓

Budget

✓✓✓

xx✓

xxx

CalorieCounter

✓✓✓

x✓✓

xxx

Clock

✓✓

✓✓

xx

Cookpad

✓✓

✓✓

xx

Dictionary

✓✓✓

✓✓✓

xxx

Fuelio

✓✓✓

✓✓✓

x ✓✓

Geek

✓✓

xx

xx

SchoolPlanner

✓✓✓

✓✓✓

xxx

SoundCloud

✓✓

✓✓

xx

TodoList

✓✓✓✓

xx✓✓

xxx✓

TripIt

✓✓✓

✓✓✓

xx ✓

Vimeo

✓✓✓

✓✓✓

xx ✓

Walmart

✓✓

✓✓

✓✓

ZipRecruiter

✓✓✓

✓✓✓

xx ✓

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate Latte on real-world apps to investigate
the following research questions:
• RQ1. How accurately does Latte execute use cases using assistive services?
• RQ2. How does Latte compare to Google Accessibility Scanner (the offcial tool for detecting accessibility issues in Android)?
• RQ3. How do the detected accessibility failures and warnings
impact the usage of apps?

5.1

CHI ’21, May 8–13, 2021, Yokohama, Japan

Experimental Setup

We evaluated our proposed technique using 20 apps, 5 of which
have known accessibility issues, as confrmed through user studies
with disabled users in prior work [28]. The rest have been randomly
selected from 13 different categories on Google Play (e.g., entertainment, productivity, fnance), where 12 of them have more than 1
million installs.
We constructed a set of 2 to 4 test cases per app using Appium [11],
which is an open-source testing framework. In total, we ended up with
50 test cases for 20 apps. The test cases refect a sample of the apps’
main use cases, as provided in their descriptions (e.g., register an
account, search for products, place products in a shopping cart). For
the apps with confrmed issues (frst 5 apps highlighted in Table 1),

one of the test cases corresponds to the previously reported use case
that users with disability could not perform. Our experiments were
conducted on a MacBook Pro with 2.8 GHz Core i7 CPU and 16
GB memory (a typical computer setup for development) using an
Android emulator (SDK 27).

5.2

RQ1. Accuracy of Latte

We frst executed the 50 GUI test cases to ensure they are constructed
correctly. We then generated the Use-Case Specifcations from the
tests and executed them using both SwitchAccess with two physical
switches (Next and Select) and TalkBack with directional navigation
(swiping).
Table 1 summarizes the presence of accessibility failures in different settings. In a cell, ‘x’ indicates a use case of an app (row header)
that could not be executed using an assistive service (column header)
due to an accessibility failure, and ‘✓’ indicates a use case that could
be fully executed without any failure. As shown under column heading “None”, all original test cases passed, since they do not check
the accessibility of apps, but rather evaluate the correctness of corresponding use cases. All accessibility results were manually examined
and the failures were verifed by the authors (the video clips of the
failures can be found on the companion website [24]). Latte achieves
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(a) TripIt - The initial screen
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for users without disability. However, since a grid’s items are accessed linearly by SwitchAccess, it takes a lot of interactions to reach
the last element on the gird. For example, in the TodoList app, the
calendar widget has 30 items in the grid that need to be visited before
reaching to “CANCEL” or “OK” buttons (Figure 4(b)). To fx this,
developers can provide different layouts for different settings, e.g., a
text-based date picker when TalkBack or SwitchAccess are enabled.
Web View. There is a common practice for mobile developers
to reuse web content (implemented in HTML/JavaScript) for some
parts of their apps using WebView widget [19]. However, assistive
services cannot analyze web elements properly, as shown earlier in
the case of Non-Standard Implementation category of accessibility
failures. Even if improper usage of web elements does not make an
app inaccessible, it can degrade the user experience. For example, in
the case of Dictionary app, shown in Figure 4(c), the defnition of a
term is shown in terms of a series of web elements, and each word
in the passage is a clickable Android GUI element. Consequently,
TalkBack and SwitchAccess need to navigate through all of these
elements to reach the end of the text.

6

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we described a novel, high-fdelity form of automated
accessibility analysis for Android apps, called Latte. It reuses tests
written by developers to evaluate the correctness of the important
use cases in their apps to also validate the accessibility of those use
cases. Latte frst extracts use cases corresponding to an app’s tests,
and subsequently executes them with the help of assistive services.
We evaluated the effectiveness of Latte by analyzing 20 apps selected
from 13 different categories from Google Play and identifed 32
accessibility failures that could not be identifed using the state-ofthe-art technique. A qualitative analysis of the results obtained in our
experiments allowed us to identify a number of interesting categories
of accessibility failures and warnings, together with ways in which
developers can resolve them.
Although Latte fnds accessibility failures undetected by Accessibility Scanner, it cannot detect accessibility barriers for users who do
not use assistive services, e.g., low text contrast. Moreover, we plan to
conduct user studies to gain a deeper understanding of the accessibility issues that Latte cannot detect. Therefore, Accessibility Scanner
cannot be replaced completely by Latte, rather they complement each
other. Our current work focuses on two assistive services and two
gestures, clicking and typing. Our future research entails extending
Latte to handle additional assistive services and more complex gestures. The version and settings of assistive services may improve or
degrade the accessibility of the apps; consequently, our experiments
may be affected by them. In future work, we would like to study
the impact of settings of assistive services, which may be used by
advanced users, on the accessibility of apps. Our eventual goal is to
develop an extensible framework capable of identifying a broad list
of accessibility issues that can be incorporated into app developers’
workfow seamlessly.
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